
CameraWorks Camcorder 

 
 
 
What is CameraWorks? 
 
CameraWorks consists of an in-world object and a wearable HUD designed to 
carry out your in-world filming tasks. 
 
 
Use this CameraWorks camcorder object to 
 
1. Create and reproduce your real-time filming path. You may use Option+mouse 

(ALT+mouse), keyboard, and the touch pads on the HUD to perform your 
camera moves. CameraWorks will record the real-time movement of your 
camera. 

2. Convert the recorded camera positions in the HUD to filming path. While siting 
on the camcorder object, it will travel through each recorded position at the 
speed of your choice. 

3. Illuminate the area. Camcorder has a built-in spot light. This feature only works 
when "Lighting and Shadows" on your viewer is enabled. 

4. Import/export the recorded filming paths for future references or external 
editing. 

 
 
How To 
 
1. Sit to use the camcorder object. You will notice 

your viewer is locked to the camera screen and 
does not respond to any keystroke. This is the 



intended feature. If you find you are looking at the camcorder object or 
somewhere else, press the "ESC" key on your keyboard to bring your viewer 
camera inside the camcorder object. 

 
2. With or without the CameraWorks HUD, you should be able to access the 

dialog menu. Dialog menu shows up when you touch the camcorder object or 
sit on the camcorder object. 

 

  
 
Camcorder Menu 
 
On the dialog menu, you will find the following buttons: 
 
a. Set Pos 
 

To set the current location of camcorder object as the resting position. It is the 
returning position of the camcorder after you press the "Target" button on 
CameraWorks HUD or after you stand up from camcorder if Auto Return 
feature is ON. 

 
b. Scope 
 

To display screen mask of a selected screen resolution. You may choose 
1080p, 720p, 360p, 240p, and many 4:3 aspect ratio screen sizes. These 
masks give you an idea of how big the screen size should be, which makes it 
easy for you when you use some screen capturing software such as SnapZ 
Pro to produce your video. 

 
c. Access 
 

To set access permission for owner, group, or all. Users still need to wear 
CameraWorks HUD to operate the camcorder. Additional CameraWorks HUD 
is available at in-world Machess store and SL marketplace. 



 
d. Light 
 

To turn spotlight on and off. To see the effects of spotlight and shadows, you 
will have to enable the Lighting and Shadows feature on the graphics 
preferences of your SL viewer. 

 
e. Screen Size 
 

To match the resolution of SL window to the actual screen size of your monitor. 
 
f. Color 
 

To choose the color of the spot light from 10 different colors. 
 
g. Auto Menu 
 

To toggle when the dialog menu should appear between “Sit or Touch” and 
“Touch Only.”  

 
h. Calibrate 
 

To calibrate the size of the mask so the resolution of masks can be determined. 
If you are using Firestorm viewer or Second Life Viewer 2, you must calibrate 
your screen mask. Enlarge your viewer window so that it is maximized or put it 
in full screen mode. Click “+” or “-“ on the menu until the width of mask is same 
as the width of your Second Life window. 

 
i. Auto Return 
 

When on, camcorder always returns to the resting position when user stands 
up from the camcorder. To set this position, click the “Set Pos” button to record 
the current location of the camcorder object. If Auto Return is off, camcorder 
will stay at its current position. Please note that camcorder may be stuck in 
parcels that forbid scripts if this feature has been turned off. 

 
j. Static Shots 
 

When on, camcorder will record each static shot as long as it can. If it is off, 
camcorder only records maximum length of ~0.2 second at each position until 
your viewer camera is moved. Think of this feature like motion-activated 
camera; recording only takes place when you move the camera. 

  



 
k. Safety 
 

This is the most important safety feature. When it is enabled, camcorder will 
check the parcels and prevents camcorder from moving to and being trapped 
in restricted parcels. 
 
When it is on, camcorder will 
(a) skip those camera positions in the HUD in which the parcel has limited 

permissions 
(b) warn user about the initial camcorder position if it is on restricted parcel. 

Start your recording on your own parcel and record again. 
(c) force camcorder to go back to the initial camera position. This will prevent 

camcorder stuck in parcel where script is forbidden. 
 
i. Steady Cam 
 

By enabling Steady Cam, the internal lens will not appear when the camcorder 
is in use. If Steady Cam is not enabled, you may see the edge of lens pop-out 
during filming, which may be used as an indicator on how smooth your camera 
moves are. 

 
 
Operate camcorder object using CameraWorks HUD 
 
CameraWorks camcorder offers two different operation modes— point-to-point 
and real-time modes. To operate the camcorder, sit on the camcorder object. 
You should see the camera icon change. 

 
I. Point-to-point mode. This mode allows you to play the pre-recorded 
camera positions on the HUD. The camcorder object will travel through each 
recorded position at a steady velocity. (Point-to-point mode is the easiest way 
to perform various camera moves) 
 

 
 
1. You should see the moving camera icon on the HUD, indicating the 

camcorder is ready after you sit on the camcorder object. 
 
 
2. Press the PLAY, NEXT, PREVIOUS buttons to move camcorder to the pre-

recorded position. 
 



Touch and hold the PLAY button for 1 second and then release to select the 
playback velocity in cm/s from the dialog menu. 

 
3. Touch the target button will send camcorder to its original position. 
 
 
II. Real-time mode. The camcorder object may record the camera moves in 
real time. (Use Real-time mode to perform complicated movements or to 
simulate other camera effects.) 
 

 
 
1. Touch the moving camera icon to switch to the recorded filming path. If you 

see "000 s" on the HUD, it means there is no recorded film in the camcorder. 
 
 
2. Touch the RECORD button and move your viewer's camera (NOT the actual 

in-world camcorder object). When the camcorder is in recording, you will 
see green dot and the time on HUD LED begin counting.  

 
 

You may move viewer's camera using 
 
a. keyboard (when you enable the keyboard control on the HUD). 
 

 
 

 
 
b. touch pads on the HUD for more complicated movements. 
c. alt-mouse or option-mouse movements 
d. Viewer's built-in camera control pane. 

 
 
 
 

Touch the RECORD button again to stop the recording. To review, touch the 
PLAY button. 

 
3. To erase the recording, touch the NEW button. The LED counter should 

display “00 s”. 



 
4. Touch the Export button to export the recorded filming path. After you see 

the message, copy the content to a notecard. 
 
6. To import an exported filming path, touch the Import button to load your 

notecard. Simply drop in the notecard onto the camcorder object. Please 
erase current recording before importing. Any imported recording will be 
added to the end of the existing records. 

 
 
Owner's features 
 
1. You may set the access rights on the camcorder objects for all, group, or 

owner only. 
2. Only owner can access Safety and Access features on the camcorder. 
3. Users with access right will be able to access the camcorder menu and 

operate the camcorder (e.g., play and record). Users still need to wear 
CameraWorks HUD to operate. 

 
 
FAQ 
 
1. After I change the velocity, Viewer camera appears to be frozen while playing 

camcorder to move through recorded position. Is this a bug? 
 
No. But most likely you will have to reset the camera by pressing the arrow 
keys on your keyboard. This is how Second Life viewer behaves. 
 

2. The camcorder movement is shaky and jerky. Is there a way to improve it? 
 
Yes. Check your graphic settings on your viewer. Disable anti-alias, switch to 
low resolution, lower the drawing distance, or lower the rendering quality. Go 
to a less laggy sim or use Viewer 1 viewer such as Phoenix Viewer. Current 
SL viewer 2 and Firestorm viewer have a bug preventing camcorder from 
moving smoothly. Bugs appear to be sporadic.  
 

3. The imported filming path from a notecard results in script errors during replay. 
What is going on? 
 
This is the bug in LSL commands. Unless Linden Lab fixes it, you might see 
this error occasionally.  Keep your recording short or store your filming path in 
the camcorder object (copyable!). You may always test your exported notecard 
on another camcorder.  

!



 
 
 
What is CameraWorks HUD? 
 
CameraWorks is a better camera control HUD that lets you take control and manage 
your viewer's camera, so you can: 
 
1. Record you favorite camera viewing positions and angles in more than one region. 
2. Reposition your avatar cam for different viewing perspective during walking, flying, 

and driving. 
3. Browse through recorded scenes in particular area without having to move your 

avatar or manually relocate viewer camera. 
4. Lock camera at regional locations to create unique areal experience. 
5. Spring jump or dash teleport wherever you are looking at without being physically 

blocked by the buildings or in-world objects. 
6. Manipulate camera using your mouse, keyboard, and HUD touch pads. 
7. Share your viewer camera with other avatars. 
 
 
With CameraWorks you can: 
 
1. Perform photoshooting and film-making. 
2. Create consistent screenshots of your products and scenery. 
3. Record or share your hunting and search results. 
4. Save your time by fast moving between places in the sim. 
5. Conduct teaching and demo task by sharing your viewerʼs camera. Viewers or 

your audience require to touch the CameraWorks dispenser for viewing goggle. 
6. Direct an act or performance by guiding your audienceʼs camera. 
 
 
Features of CameraWorks 
 
1. Supports Regional Cam and Avatar Cam. 

CameraWorks HUD 



2. Imports and exports camera positions. 
3. Auto-switches recorded camera for different regions. 
4. Foldable HUD, one click to expand or fold back. 
 
 
How To 
 
To use the HUD, simply wear it. HUD will appear at the top of your screen. 
 

 
 
1. Simply walk your avatar like you normally do and when you find a spot you like 

click the record button.  
2. Move your camera like how you normally navigate. When you like to record a 

particular scene, click the record button. 
3. What have been recorded are the camera positions not the actual image because 

you may take snapshot using Viewer's screenshot feature. 
 

The number on the HUD indicates how many records have been stored in the 
HUD. 

 
At any given time, you may 
1. Touch the HUD buttons to play, switch to previous or next recorded camera 

positions, and you will see your Viewer's camera switch to the recorded spot. 
2. If you see "*ESC*" flashing on the HUD, it means your camera is off-line. Press 

"ESC" key or arrow keys on the keyboard to reset your camera. 
3. HUD will recognize the region you are visiting and does the switch by itself. 
4. When you see "2 FAR" flashing on HUD LED, it means the recorded camera 

location is too far. You may have to move your avatar closer to the targeted 
area. If LM HUD is worn, you may touch LM HUD and teleport to the destination 
before it changes back to blue color. 

 

 
 

----------------- 
For best result 
------------------ 
Your camera cutoff distance should be smaller than the drawing distance of your 
SL viewer. To change the cut-off distance, simply import the setup notecard with a 
new setting. The cut-off distance should be between 96 m and 1024 m. 



 
 
Functions of HUD buttons 
 
 
1. NEW 
 

Erase all the recorded camera positions in the current region (regional cam mode) 
or all viewing positions in avatar cam mode. 

 
 
2. DEL 
 

Delete current recorded camera position when camera is in either in regional or 
avatar mode. In regional cam mode, you may press and hold the DEL button to 
delete all the recordings in selected region. 

 
 
3. Camera sharing button 
 

Click this button to share your current viewing position with those who wear the 
CameraWorks goggles. Viewers must touch the CameraWorks stand, which 
displays you as the owner, to receive the goggle. Currently, HUD does not support 
real time sharing mode. 

 
 
4. RECORD, PREVIOUS, PLAY, and NEXT buttons 
 

If you know how to operate a tape recorder, then you know what these buttons are. 
Press the RECORD button to record the current camera position. If you do not 
forward to the end of the recording, any newly recorded position will be added 
after the current frame. You may switch to previous or next recorded position or 
touch the PLAY button to play all the recordings. Click and hold the PLAY button 
to set the playback interval. If you are sitting on CameraWorks camcorder, click 
and hold the PLAY button to select the playback velocity (cm/s). 

 
 
5. CAMERA button 
 

Toggle LOCK/UNLOCK camera at regional location (Regional Cam mode). When 
camera is locked, viewer camera will be locked at current position regardless of 
movements and location of your avatar and any keystroke on the keyboard. When 
regional camera is unlocked, you may press ESC or direction keys on the 
keyboard to move viewer camera back to its default position. This is useful when 



you only like to quickly peek into the area of interest. 
 
 
6. AVATAR button 
 

Toggle between Avatar Cam mode and Regional Cam mode. In Avatar Cam 
mode, viewer camera will be placed within 15 m relative to your avatar. You may 
use keyboard, HUD touch pads, and mouse to reposition the camera. Record or 
select a recorded camera position if necessary. 
 

 
 
 
7. Touch pads 
 

You may touch any of these touch pads to orient, translate, lower, and raise your 
viewer camera. Using touch pads allow you to perform complicated camera 
maneuver, which is particularly useful when you record real-time filming path on 
CameraWorks camcorder object. 

 
 
8. KEYBOARD button 
 

Toggle keyboard mode. When Avatar Cam is enabled or cam is locked at regional 
location you may press the KEYBOARD button to enable keyboard control. 

 
Use ↑ ↓ ← → Page Up and Page Down keys on your keyboard to move your 
camera. Press shift ← and Shift → to rotate the camera. Double tap and hold the 
key to speed up the movement. 

 
 
9. IMPORT button 
 

Import the camera positions, avatar cam positions or setup file from notecards. 
You may drop in more than one notecard each time. Please note that pre-existing 
records in the HUD will not be replaced. 
 
To import a notecard, first touch the IMPORT button and select "Load" button on 
the dialog menu. When you see LED display "LOAD," drag the notecard 
containing the exported information to the HUD. When you see the mouse cursor 
change release the mouse button. 

 
  



 
10. EXPORT button 
 

You may export the recorded camera positions to local chat and then copy the 
content to a notecard for sharing, editing or future reference. In Regional Cam 
mode, the EXPORT function will export camera positions from a selected region. 
In Avatar Cam mode, the EXPORT function will export avatar cam positions. 

 
 
11. TARGET button (circle button) 
 

At any time, you may click this button to return your camera to the recently-played 
or -recorded position. When you see the LED display flashing “*ESC*”, press the 
ESC or arrow keys on the keyboard to reset your camera. In Avatar Cam mode, 
the TARGET button will put camera at its default position. 

 
 

At any time, you may click and hold the TARGET button to engage dash 
teleporting. You will see the icon on the button change. Release the mouse button 
and send avatar in front of your camera. If avatar falls after dash teleport, safety 
mechanism will kick in and hold the avatar in the sky. To disengage safety 
mechanism, press the fly button on your viewer. 

 
 
12. PLAYMODE button 
 

Touch the PLAYMODE button to switch between auto-loop and one-time playback 
modes. 

 
 
13. Thunderbolt panel 
 

Touch the left sidebar of HUD to collapse or expand CameraWorks HUD 
 
 
How to use CameraWorks goggles 
 

*Do not wear the goggles from your inventory* 
1. Rez CameraWorks goggles stand 
2. Instruct others to touch the goggles or the goggle stand. 
3. After permission is granted, goggles should attach to avatar. 
4. Press ʻESCʼ key to reset camera. 
5. Press Shift and ← to lock camera at latest in-world location if needed. 
6. Detach goggles when done. 



 
 
Trouble shooting 
 
1. Whenever you see LED display “*ESC*”, it means viewerʼs camera is 

disconnected from the HUD. To reconnect, you must press the ESC or any 
direction keys on your keyboard.  

2. When the recorded camera position is outside the cut-off distance, HUD will show 
“2 FAR” on the LED display. You may teleport to this location by touching the LM 
HUD. LM HUD is included in the CameraWorks HUD package. 

3. If avatar is stuck in the air in a fly-forbidden region. The quickest way to get out of 
it is dash teleport to somewhere else. 

4. Dash teleporting does not work well when avatar is flying. This is the limit of LSL 
and is not the bug of CameraWorks HUD. 

5. When LED display is flashing "*LAG*", either your Internet or sim is slow. 
 
 

!


